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Flynn and Magda
on the back roads of Somers

Wendanjo Flynn, whose sire hails from Texas is a two-yearold, 14.2-hand donkey and can often be seen in the company
of the10-year-old Australian Keysoe Magda as they are led on
an exercise walk by their owners Rod and Stephenie Campbell
who have been residents of Somers for 13 years.
The donkeys are described by Stephenie as “beautiful and
gentle animals with great personalities”.
Magda has been trained to accept a rider and is dove-grey

with a dark, broad and clearly defined cross on her back
while Flynn is a big red roan donkey who will not be ridden
until he has well-developed bone structure at around four
years of age.
Donkeys have become less available over the years, but
information can be sought from the Donkey Society of
Victoria.
Rod Nuske
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‘ARTSPRING’ at
Coolart –
an exhibition by
Peninsula & other
Victorian artists
September 24 saw the opening of the
month-long exhibition ‘ARTSPRING’
by Andrea Bunyevich, Jo Lane, Rodford
Belcher and Robert Ingpen. Robert is
acknowledged as one of the best book
illustrators in Australia and is well known
internationally.
The official opening was well
attended and the works well displayed
in the excellent setting of the rooms
of Coolart.
Andrea is a multi-faceted artist
who works with all mediums although
mainly oils on canvas, but perhaps
acknowledging her Russian heritage, on
display were intricate images etched onto
the delicate surfaces of eggshells. In the
same display cabinet was a hand-sculpted
chess set of very individual characters.
One of her favourite subjects is hot-air
balloons that Andrea has painted onto a
narrow canvas which invites the eye to
travel up and down exploring each detail.
Andrea also loves portraiture and
her painting of the bionic-ear pioneer
Professor Graeme Clark now hangs in
the Graeme Clark Centre for Innovation
in the Sciences.
Jo Lane has been drawing since her
school days and has always loved the
natural world with its inherent beauty.
Only recently after working in creative
industries has she been able to devote
more time to the love of her life, drawing
and painting.
She studied briefly this year in Venice
and is currently undertaking a Diploma
of Visual Arts in Melbourne but is mainly
self-taught. Jo specialises in watercolour
and graphite and has produced in the
a botanical genre, her work being
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Artists Rodford Belcher, Andrea Bunyevich and Jo Lane with Robert Ingpen’s daughter Sue
at the ARTSPRING exhibition at Coolart. On the wall is one of Andrea’s paintings of
Somers. Rod and Jo hold samples of their work.
purchased and published since 2004.
The work on display at Coolart is of
feathers and is the culmination of two
years’ work.
Rod has moved through various art
forms first studying graphic design at
RMIT before moving onto computers.
Then he studied and worked in
animation but became disillusioned with
the results so went off around Australia,
living in the Northern Territory and
WA. He began to dream of the spirits
that inhabit the north of Australia and
when he returned to Melbourne started
to reproduce those spirits in terracotta
which reminded him of the red soil of
the desert. Rod has been inspired to do
a series of paintings as well as sculpting
in wood of which there is a fine example
on display.
As for Robert Ingpen it is not
possible in the space available to relate
all he has achieved in his lifetime as
graphic designer, illustrator and author.
He has written and/or illustrated more
than 100 books which covered fiction,
non-fiction and children’s picturebooks. He worked for the CSIRO
and United Nations as a designer and
illustrator, usually on conservation and
environmental projects. There have also
been a number of Australian postage
stamps as well as the flag and coat

of arms for the Northern Territory.
Geelong, Melbourne, Canberra and the
Gold Coast display his public murals and
there is a bronze statue he designed in
the Geelong Gardens and in the ‘holy
of holies’, the Melbourne Cricket Club,
a bronze door.
It doesn’t finish here as there are
a great number of awards to him and
exhibitions held of his work in a number
of countries. To read a fuller account of
his work and that of the other artists,
look them up on the internet.
Rod Nuske

A Northern Territory spiritual work as felt
by Rodford Belcher
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I was reminded of an incident when
we lived in Donvale by the behaviour
of a pair of ravens in our Somers
garden recently and thought I would like
to tell it for the Nautilus.

Printing:
Curry Printing, Mornington

A long time ago, or so it seems, we
lived on an area of land adjoining a
wild valley in Donvale. Not so
wild now – the Melba Tunnel runs
underneath it. So to prevent our
two dogs or small grandchildren
vanishing down there, we fenced
a garden area prettily with six-foot
pickets with the carved top. We hung
the pickets to a narrow gap so that
there would be less temptation. What
we didn’t realise was that the narrow
gap would become a young bird trap.
I heard the fuss the ravens were making
from inside the kitchen and went
out to see what was going on. They
were calling from a gum tree beside
the dogs’ yard and flying down to
the fence but not attacking whatever
was there. So I went round to look.
They both flew up to the gum tree
branch but did not go away, which
was unusual behaviour in itself. I
soon saw why.
A young raven was hanging on the
fence with its neck caught between
two pickets and its feet were unable
to reach the top rail. That meant
that the fledgling would choke
to death as its strength to use its
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wings to take some weight failed.
I opened the gate into the yard (the
dogs were in the house ignoring all
this), went in and lifted the little
bird out of its prison. It did not
seem damaged other than very tired
so I carried it out and put it under the
shade of a big plum tree near where
I thought the parents’ nest might be,
put a shallow dish of water nearby
and went inside to see what might
eventuate.
It sat there. Occasionally it would
utter a peep, and then settle again.
After a time one raven reappeared,
landed near the baby and I think fed
it something then moved a little
away and called it. Baby sat. The
second raven then appeared but he
just called. Baby sat. The parents took
it in turns to come, move down the
slope, call or coax to no response.
I began to think it must be dying.
Once again one of the parents
fed the youngster and then took some
water to it.
Maybe the water did the trick
because it stood shakily and flapped a
small distance. Again a parent came
to it and coaxed. Again it stood,
staggered and flapped a little further
down the slope. At that point I
had to go and collect a daughter from
the station. We hurried back and
the baby was just on the edge of the
trees near the valley. Overnight it
vanished but within days we had three
ravens flying around.
Every year until we left a pair
of ravens nested in those trees just
behind the house and produced nestlings.
I dealt with the danger of the fence
by taking green wire around the
head of every paling and then to the
next, wrapping again and keeping as
tight a tension as I could. No more
birds made that mistake again.
The pair of ravens here must have
had hatchlings as they were hoeing
into a meaty bone our dog had left
above ground. Stripped it clean and
kept coming back so quickly for more.
JMS
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Friends of Banksia Square
According to local-history text All
Our Somers (by Bruce Bennett), the
Banksia Estate first appeared for sale
as a subdivision in 1929. The layout
is said to have been designed by Sir
Walter Burley Griffin. The square in
the middle was designated as a Look
Out and Recreation Reserve. It is this
square that the Friends of Banksia
Square Bushland Reserve are returning
to its natural state of Coastal Banksia
Woodland/Forest. Banksia Square is
0.6 hectares and is a well-used walking
spot situated near the back of Somers
not far from the water tower.
In July 2009, the group was
formally
recognised
by
the
Mornington Peninsula Shire as a
bushland reserve Friends Group, and
is working with the Shire’s Natural
Systems Team. It comprises a small
group of people ranging in age from
9 to 81, working under the supervision
of a conservation officer from the
Shire. Its primary aim is to assist in
the regeneration of indigenous grasses
and bushes.
There is some ongoing clearing of

non-indigenous trees and bushes such
as pine, pittosporum, coastal wattle
and ti-tree. This enables sunlight to
penetrate, thereby promoting natural
bush regeneration. A lot of work
done by the Friends consists of weed
control and clearing of rubbish and
the occasional planting of banksias,
natural grasses and groundcover. A
new picnic table has recently been
added and there are also some benches.
The group meets every fourth
Sunday in the month from 10am–
12pm, excluding the hottest months
of January and February. Our final
working bees for 2011 are on
October 23, November 27 and
December 18. This last working bee
for the year will be followed by a
barbeque.
We would love to see new faces
who would like to help us develop this
lovely part of Somers. Just come along
and join us on the day (Melway ref. 194
E10) or contact Helen Pfann, phone:
5983 5311, email: helen.pfann@
bigpond.com

Before.

Before.

After.

After.
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Life in Papua
New Guinea
My wife Val and I first went to PNG
in 1973 with the Australian Volunteers
Abroad program. We were sent to
Rabaul in East New Britain following
a request from the PNG United
Church for a motor mechanic to run
their mechanics department. My role
included training local young men. The
‘department’ was a large wire cage with
an open-air ramp and pit. The work
involved maintenance of a vast variety
of vehicles, boats and appliances. Val
– a teacher of deaf children – taught
grade 3 hearing students in a large
multicultural class across a wide age
group.
After one year we returned to
Melbourne, had our first son Ben
and bought a house but couldn’t get
PNG out of our system. So in 1976
we returned to Rabaul United Church
but now I was on staff heading the
mechanics department.
We loved living on the mission
compound by Simpson Harbour
at Malaguna. Our second son, Tim,
was born at the local hospital called
Nonga in May 1977. The local doctor
who delivered him was in shorts and
a T-shirt and bare feet. The birth went
perfectly after we searched the hospital
to find a few implements.
Life was idyllic in the tropical climate
and each day held different challenges
for my mechanical skills. Val and Ben
enjoyed the extended family life of the
mission and church until our contract
ended in December 1977.
After returning to Australia I took
up trade teaching. We added two more
children, Luke and Brooke to our
family. Val became an integration aid
in primary schools near our home.
In 1994 the town of Rabaul was
devastated by ash from the Matapit
volcano, which erupted on the edge of
the harbor. It is still active today and

has had flare-ups from time to time.
In 2010 our son Tim turned 30 and
had an urge to go and see where he
was born. So he and I visited Rabaul
for two weeks. Most of the town had
disappeared under ash but the flat we
previously lived in and the Nonga
Hospital were still there although
in bad need of repair. Tim had the
opportunity to walk on the active
volcano, watch amazing ‘sing-sings’
at a funeral celebration and of course
experience snorkeling over beautiful,
tropical reefs. We spent the second
week of our visit as part of a Uniting
Church Work Group organised in
Adelaide setting up new prefabricated
buildings for the United Church at
Rarongo on the north coast.
We lived in Eltham for about
18 years and in 2009 we retired to
Balnarring Beach. I started to do a
bit of emergency-teacher work around
Western Port Bay. Last year I joined a
group of students and teachers from
Flinders Christian Community College
on a mission trip to New Ireland – an
island just north of East New Britain
where we had lived and worked as a
young couple!
The FCCC group went to various
places and focused their time assisting
Yaraka Memorial Primary School

in developing English skills. This
school provides education for three
local villages on the north coast. We
also visited Parawe Kindergarten for
students aged 3 to 8 – it was just a grass
building with a dirt floor. Students used
wooden blocks to build with and push
around as pretend cars. Handwriting
of numbers and letters was done with
chalk on A4-sized pieces of Masonite
board.
Flinders College students were
billeted in the villages, experiencing
life without power or running water and
many other luxuries. They could not
believe how happy you can be without
all the ‘stuff ’ that we have.
On returning to Victoria the school
put together a crate of medical-aid and
school supplies for New Ireland.
I spent a day in Port Moresby on
my return trip from New Ireland as
I wanted to see what the Salvation
Army was involved with in PNG. It
was heartbreaking in some ways to see
the poverty and despair yet uplifting to
experience the positive nature of the
people who were working to improve
their living conditions. I went to a
‘resettlement’ area where the Salvos
fed people one day per week. It was a
desolate, drought-stricken place where
homes were built from whatever

could be found on land given by the
government to ease crowding in the
city. Lack of water and transport and
services made life difficult.
I also went to a place called Papa
where a three-bedroom home was
being converted into a six-bed medical
outpost and maternity centre. This
work was being done in conjunction
with Aus. Aid. There was no doctor,
only nurses who receive advice over
a two-way radio when necessary. On
top of this there was also a cholera
outbreak due to people carrying water
in plastic containers. The nearby
cholera clinic was a makeshift building
with only black plastic sheets for the
walls.
Since retiring in Balnarring I have
developed a hobby making souvenir
creatures from shells that I find on
my daily walk on the beaches between
Somers and Flinders. The creatures
include koalas, echidnas, turtles,
penguins and dogs. I sell them at the
Somers General Store, Balnarring
Beach Café and the Moonlit Sanctuary.
Tourists and local children especially
are good customers. All proceeds go
towards raising money for the Salvation
Army work in Papa, Port Moresby and
Parawe New Ireland Kindergarten in
much need of educational resources.
I hope purchasers will enjoy the
creatures as much as I enjoy making
them as the shells reflect the beautiful
area of Western Port Bay.
Will Palmer
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Plinth keeps his trousers on
A play in one act

Scene: Mr and Mrs Plinth are seen in
animated discussion outside a menswear shop.
Mrs Plinth: But you’ve had those
trousers for ever – the backside is so
glazed you could see your face in it – and
the style’s totally out of fashion.
Mr Plinth: Who cares about fashion,
these are FJs originals and they were
built to last.
Mrs Plinth: ‘Built’ is right!
Mr Plinth: Very well. I’ll go in then but
I’ll only go by myself. I don’t want you
conspiring with the shopkeeper and
lowering me into the wrong trousers.
Mrs Plinth: Good! Well I’ll just toddle
over to the library to return the books
while you have a look around.
Scene: Plinth looks furtive as he enters the
store.
Attendant: Good morning sir, lovely day.
Mr Plinth: (He scuttles behind a rack of
suits.) I’m just looking.
Scene: The shopkeeper leaves the counter and
goes searching for Plinth. They collide behind a
rack of cardigans.
Shopkeeper: Ah! There you are. Perhaps
I could give you some help.
Mr Plinth: My wife thinks I need new
trousers.
Shopkeeper: (Running his eye over Plinth’s
trousers.) My goodness! You’ve had them
a while.
Mr Plinth: Yes indeed. Best trousers
ever cut – FJs originals – I stood queuing
in the rain in Flinders Street for half an
hour to get these – well worth the wait.
Shopkeeper: They’re a bit shiny around
the seat.
Mr Plinth: As well they might be. I’ve
been sitting down in these trousers for
forty years.
Shopkeeper: Good gracious!
Mr Plinth: Made from the best gabardine
cloth, twenty-one inch cuffs, seventeen
pockets and a secret pouch.
Shopkeeper: I won’t ask what that’s for.
Anyway, why don’t I measure you up and
then I can show you some trousers in
your size range.
Scene: Shopkeeper slips tape measure from
around his neck and goes to put his arms
round Plinth’s waist. Plinth backs away.
Plinth: What are you doing?

Shopkeeper: I need to measure your
waist. (Plinth draws his tummy in.) No, no,
just relax. (The shopkeeper now measures
Plinth for outside length then proceeds to position
the tape measure for an inside leg measurement.)
Plinth: (Outraged.) What are you doing?
Shopkeeper: I’m measuring your inside
leg.
Plinth: You’re doing nothing of the sort!
Shopkeeper: Sorry, but you’re a slightly
unusual shape, short hips and long legs
and a measurement would help.
Plinth: Well give the tape measure to
me. I’ll do it myself.
Scene: This is a very awkward manoeuvre.
Plinth is trying to push the tape measure up
into the division between his legs and reach his
feet with the other end of the tape at the same
time. Mrs Plinth enters.
Mrs Plinth: Barrington! What on earth
are you doing?
Plinth: I’m trying to measure my inside
leg.
Mrs Plinth: But surely the man should
be doing that.
Plinth: Nonsense! I’m not having him
poking about – there – we’ve only just
met!
Shopkeeper: Look I think it might be
better if we forgot about sir’s inside leg
(starts pulling an assortment of trousers off the
rack), and we could just try a few pairs on
to see where we’re going. Do you have a
preference for colour?
Plinth: Yes, grey of course, same as I’m
wearing.
Mrs Plinth: Oh no! Why does everything
have to be grey? Grey clothes, grey ties,
grey car; grey outlook!
Plinth: Very well then. How about fawn!
I notice a lot of the chaps are going into
fawn these days; fawn and brown. Very
stylish!
Mrs Plinth: (Sighs.) Let’s forget about the
colour for now and just try a few pairs on.
Scene: The shopkeeper hands Plinth some
trousers and while Plinth is folding them over
his arm Mrs Plinth sidelines the shopkeeper,
leading him off.
Mrs Plinth: While he’s trying them on
I want to see if we can find him some
nice shirts.
Scene: Plinth looks about and seeing he is alone

kicks off his slip-ons and drops his strides. At
this moment a young mother and her precocious
schoolboy son enter the store. Plinth hurriedly
backs into a rack of suits but unfortunately he
backs too far causing his posterior to protrude
into the main corridor. He is wearing bright
yellow boxer shorts featuring rampant dragons.
Mother: Oh!
Schoolboy: Ha! Ha! Ha! Cool!
Mrs Plinth: (Mrs Plinth hurries back.)
Barrington! Come out of there!
Shopkeeper: My goodness, I like the
shorts.
Mrs Plinth: One of our sons gave them
to him for a joke but my husband says
he finds them quite comfortable.
Shopkeeper: (Reaches down a white towelling
dressing gown and slips it over Plinth’s shoulders.)
You could have used the dressing room
sir.
Plinth: No one said anything to me
about a dressing room.
Shopkeeper: (To mother and son.) Good
morning. We shouldn’t be long.
Mother: That’s all right.
Schoolboy: (Eyeing off Plinth, resplendent
in the white gown with contrasting yellow boxers
peeping through.) Ha! Ha! Ha! Hot! (Mother
twists his ear.)
Mrs Plinth: No look, I think we might
attempt this exercise on another day. I’m
late for my country women’s group.
Plinth: (He’s standing there, admiring his
image in the mirror in the white towelling
dressing gown.) I told you, I don’t want
trousers, but I love the dressing gown.
Mrs Plinth: (Getting her purse out.)
Very well! We’ll take the gown. (Over her
shoulder to Plinth.) But for goodness sake
take it off and get dressed before you
walk out the door.
Barrington Plinth
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Dad’s workshop
In 1936 my parents moved into their own
home on a farm at Tallygaroopna, north
of Shepparton. Dad’s grandparents had
selected this farm in 1878 and still lived
there. His family lived next door where
his great-grandparents John and Bertha
had selected in 1872. Dad had lived with
his grandparents George and Eliza since
the 1913 flood. Those floods are another
story. His mother was in poor health
and was caring for smaller children. Dad
had left school after only four years to
help his father, also to work on farms
nearby and with the local blacksmith
at Tallygaroopna. He enjoyed the
blacksmithing. He had a sharp mind to
evaluate how things worked or should
work. He learnt to manage horses in big
teams but machinery got ‘into his blood’.
My parents’ new home is a story too.
After the First World War many returning
soldiers were settled onto farms in the
Goulburn Valley. Eighty acres seemed
a large expanse but in that dry country,
farms of that size were not viable and
many soldier settlers abandoned their
places. Farms were combined into 320acre blocks, still small but possible to
make a living. The spare houses were sold
off and my parents bought one. It was
moved some 30km across country by a
team from Hunts of Numurkah. Hunts
had a contract chaff-cutting business.
Chaff was big in those days when farm
motive power was from teams of big
Clydesdale horses who ate plenty as
working horses. Dad had worked with
Hunts in earlier years, managing the large
steam-traction engine used to drive the
chaff cutter by a flat belt. The house
was basically four rooms with a central
passage. The verandahs were taken off
and the house lifted with huge jacks.
Two long tree trunks passed underneath
formed a triangle with the back ends
on wagon wheels and the front ends
together on smaller wagon wheels and
towed behind the steam-traction engine.
The track of the house across country is
still obvious in places where the men cut
8

trees. Grandma Eliza sat up in her sick
bed to see Albert and Irma’s house going
past. She died soon after and Grandpa
George then lived with Albert and Irma.
New first baby Graeme joined them a
few months later.
Choosing the house site was
interesting. During the 1917 floods Dad
as a 10-year-old had seen the cows and
sheep standing dry on a higher bank near
his grandparents’ house, obviously a good
site for his new home. The verandahs,
kitchen and laundry were added and a
drop toilet dug ‘down the yard’. At a
depth of eight feet they found a sand
layer, an anomaly in this flat country but
a great soakage pit for a toilet.
Grandpa had built some farm
buildings, horse stable, buggy shed,
milking shed, chicken house and
underground cool room. Dad decided
he needed a blacksmith shop/workshop
to keep his machinery repaired. He had to
improvise as he could afford only roofing
iron, nails and wire. He cut bush timber
for posts and wall plates. Roof timber he
cut from the river saplings some miles
west. The wall slabs may have come
from a previous building but I suspect
Dad split logs himself into slabs about
15 inches wide. First he dug post holes
for the posts to support the top wall
beam. Then the roof frame was built
to carry the roofing iron. Logs were laid
between the posts to carry the wall slabs
in notches. The tops of the wall slabs
were nailed to the wall plate under the
roof. The building was about 20 feet by
16 feet.
He fitted it with a workbench about
12 feet long, a blacksmith post vice, a
post-mounted drill press, a central anvil
on a good stump and the forge. The
forge was a riveted-steel tank about four
cubic feet cut in half, filled with earth
and fitted with a hood and chimney.
These steel tanks had been shipping
containers on the sailing ships. The air
blast for the fire came from an electric
forge-blower which Dad had adapted
to be driven by the gear mechanism of
hand-driven horse clippers. Soon he
was blacksmithing again. He collected

charcoal from burnt trees around the
farm or trees we ‘slow burned’.
This workshop became the centre for
us children on many wet Saturdays as we
grew up. Before we were big enough to
swing a hammer, we were able to ‘wind
the blower’ to get the fire hot enough
to bring the steel to red heat. We could
judge how hot the metal was and avoid
‘burning’ the steel (burnt steel blew
off fierce sparks and was weakened).
Then Dad would grasp the hot steel in
blacksmith tongs while he hammered it
on the anvil. The anvil had shapes and
holes which helped when shaping the
hot steel. Steel at red hot is quite soft and
can be easily bent or hammered to make
it fatter or thinner, square or round or
even punch holes through it. It hardens
quickly below red heat. The big vice was
used to grip one end of the hot steel
when bending or twisting it. Dad did
many different jobs in the forge, such as
sharpening tools like pick ends, crowbars
and some cultivator points. Making and
adapting was the most interesting job.
He had collected a scrap heap from old
machinery. Sometimes his idea changed
shape as he searched the scrap heap.
Dad had bought a tractor in 1943
and the horses were retired. The farm
implements, ploughs, cultivators, seeder
combine, header, all had to be adapted
for use behind a tractor. The control
levers were turned around to be near
the tractor driver rather than near the
back where the horse-team driver had
been. When our neighbours saw what
Albert had achieved they brought their
implements for similar conversions. We
spent many wet Saturdays in the cosy
blacksmith workshop. Sheep-herding
jobs were dry-weather work.
Holes in steel bars were either hotforged or drilled. The post-mounted drill
press drilled accurate holes but it was hard
work winding the handle. Dad gradually
added more tools. Rare trips to Melbourne
always included a visit to McPherson’s
Hardware in Collins St. I remember a
hand-wind grinder for sharpening drill
bits and sets of taps and dies for cutting
threads in holes or on rods.

This workshop saw another drama
one hot day. Graeme walked in from the
bright sunlight to be met by the hiss of
a snake. He backed out quickly without
seeing the snake. Dad set up siege with his
shotgun and by quietly waiting eventually
identified movement of the snake and
shredded it. We could not afford to
tolerate snakes close to our buildings as
they could strike death without warning.
Another snake managed to raid the hens’
nest and swallow an egg only to find itself
trapped and unable to squeeze through
its small entry hole. Trapped by the egg
in its gut, we found it and dispatched it.
Family lore abounds with snake stories
but enough for now.
Around the early 1970s Dad built
a new machinery shed and workshop.
Connection of mains electricity
revolutionised this new workshop with
a big lathe, big drill press, grinder, power
saw, more work benches and welding
facilities. Dad continued to enjoy both
workshops until his death in 1989.
Finally in 2007 Graeme and I finalised
Dad’s estate with a large clearing sale.
We looked at the old blacksmith shop of
happy memories, now looking rather sad
with bent walls and a third of the roof
iron off. After 70 years of wood-borers,
the roof timbers were too weak for us
to climb up for repairs. What could we
do with it? Too much history to let it
just rot away, but beyond us to care for
it. The Wunghnu Historical Group was
interested and purchased it at the sale. We
added more items of value we wanted
preserved. They have since dismantled
the old building and fittings to rebuild
inside their huge shed in Wunghnu a
few kilometres north of Dad’s site. We
smiled as they photographed the internal
arrangement to help in their re-creation.
They were especially interested in a shelf
Dad had added using the ‘running board’
of an early car. On this shelf were many
cups without handles. Mum often took
a cuppa to Dad in the workshop, always
in a ‘pollie’ cup she could afford to lose
as he never brought them back to the
house.
Kevin Close
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John Williams

8-7-1930 ~ 29-09-2011

John Williams died on 29 September
following a slow but steady decline. We
did not have a funeral in a conventional
sense and as such do not have the usual
eulogy to print.
The following week we scattered my
father’s ashes on Williams Point. My
brother, sister and I have spent more
time there together as a consequence
than we have in many, many years and
this has given me cause to think back
on some of the times spent there as
children.
Our first experience was to camp
there while our house was being
built over the Easter of 1960. I have
memories of high tides that pounded
the dunes, jumping from the dunes as
if flying into soft sand, feeding corn
cobs to bandicoots that came from the
foreshore to our campfire without fear.
Our father spent one summer sitting
on the beach looking at the water and
then purchased, for the grand sum
of 100 pounds, an old Gwen 12 with
cotton sails and wooden mast. The hull
with mast was kept in the dunes and I
have strong memories of him heading
down the path with the boom and sail
slung over his shoulder.
10

Most wouldn’t realise that the
path to the beach on the S-bend was
the Kennedy Road extension. South
Beach Road officially ran across the
front of the Wayside Rd properties to
connect with this. This is the reason
that the reserve at this point is council
land rather than foreshore, as is the
unusually wide path to the beach.
As a family we spent long memorable
hours on the beach playing in the rock
pools in the summer, collecting shells
and other marine flotsam all year round
– beachcombing with our mother.
My brother and I ran his billy
cart down and up the path. My sister
feels this is something she missed out
on. Her memory doesn’t go back far
enough to realise she was in the cart!
We loved the view up the beach
to Sandy Point and, on a clear day,
across to the Strzeleckis. I have strong
memories of sheep on the hill that is
now Tower Hill Estate, wallabies in
the paddock over the stone wall on
the other side of Tasman Rd, the full
moon rising over the water at Easter
and fireworks that lit the bay from
Cowes at New Year’s Eve.
The thing my father missed most
when they moved from the house on
the point was clean breeze that came
with a cool change at the end of a hot
summer day. My children remember
warm evenings and meals eaten
outdoors on the veranda looking up

the beach.
My father spent many years
maintaining the reserve, both down
the path and across the front of our
place. Our one fear in scattering his
ashes was that we might give fertilizer
to weeds.
The landscape has changed, and
will continue to do so, but the view
up the beach remains. Our father
continued with his love of sailing and
had an impact in the yachting world
both locally and in a wider sphere. This
will be covered at a later time with the
luxury of research and time for the
checking of accuracy.
Bronwen Gibbs
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Obituary

Ann Close

Ann and I saw this Somers house in
September 2005 and we walked on the
Somers–Balnarring beach pondering
issues. A pod of dolphins swam nearby
almost inviting us to walk with them.
A black dog was released to play. We
watched, unaware how unevenly matched
the dog and dolphins were. The dog
approached, the dolphins submerged and
reappeared with the dog paddling madly
towards them. Repeatedly the dolphins
dived and surfaced with the dog moving
far from shore. The dolphins were fully
aware and gradually led the dog back
until they finally disappeared. We saluted
the dolphins for their sense of fun and
care for the dog. We had lost our hearts
to the dolphins and Somers–Balnarring
beach. We bought the house! Ann had
long ago lost her heart to beaches. Her
best childhood holidays were at Anglesea.
We frequently ‘went to the beach’.
Ann Garner Lees was born on
25 March 1938, the eldest child of
Gordon and Nell Lees of Glenferrie
Rd, Hawthorn. They lived above the
delicatessen shop with Grandpa John
Gray, retired from Port Fairy General
Store. He was Mayor during First World
War years. Grandpa and Ann were
12

mates until his death in 1942. Siblings
Helen, Gordon and Ian swelled the
family. They moved into Caulfield.
Ann attended Caulfield North Central
and MacRobertson’s Girls High School.
At primary school she trounced the
boys, especially in scholarship. Good
behaviour and fairness were paramount.
A healthy, wiry and tall child, she gave
a good account to bully boys if needed
and was fast on her feet if necessary. She
told of running ‘school’ for her dolls in
the back shed during school holidays.
Secondary school at Macrob opened
a new world with girls of like minds.
Macrob provided rich opportunities for
learning and becoming the poised young
woman I met in 1956. Her family life
and church life at Caulfield C of C were
rich in spiritual learning. She became
confident that Jesus Christ was her
friend.
The year of 1956 was one of major
events for Ann. She commenced an Arts
Degree at Melbourne University, having
been granted an Education Department
Studentship. Ann, just 18, met me on
an old-style ‘red rattler’ train travelling
to Belgrave. From Tallygaroopna,
I studied Electrical Engineering at
Caulfield Institute. I wanted to attend
the Belgrave Heights Easter convention.
The train was boring and crowded. I
pondered the occupations of the other
passengers. Ann was an unknown; older
than schoolgirl, not dressed for office
or shop. At Belgrave I waited for the
train to empty and noticed Ann still sat
beneath a large case on the overhead
rack. I offered to help. My destiny since
has included large suitcases!
We supported each other for
four years of study, balancing study
with courting time. We loved trips to
Mornington beach: train and bus to
Mornington, a walk to Mills beach,
swim, sit and study for awhile, lunch,
a long walk, barbecue fire to cook tea,
then walk to Sunnyside beach and catch
the Frankston bus again. This venture
required major planning.
Ann enjoyed her university years
except for the long tram trips. In third

year she converted a scholarship into a
place at Women’s College. A superb year
for Ann! It felt strange visiting Women’s
for dinner with 120 young ladies, but
they barely noticed me! We became
engaged in September of that year,
which put a smile on Ann’s face prior
to final exams. Final year was Dip. Ed.
with much change learning classroom
skills at different schools.
At graduation the women learnt
they would be paid less than the men;
apparently less was required of women.
The feminist fire truly raged that day.
Then Ann learnt she had been appointed
to Yea High School to teach Year 12
English. We had planned our wedding
for January. I was committed to teacher
training in Melbourne. The staffing
officer was unbending until he knew I
could defer teacher training and work
near Yea. The Education Dept adjusted
to keep us both.
Ann and I married in January 1960,
outside the moratorium the Education
Department imposed on their women
Studentship holders. We lived in Rosanna
while I finished teacher training. Ann
taught at Preston Girls’ High School
with full responsibilities, no men on
the staff. We gained appointments to
Warrnambool High and Tech for the
next three years and settled into life in
that beautiful community. Our eldest,
Peter was born there in September 1963.
We moved back to Melbourne for my
promotion to Brighton Tech. We rented
in Murrumbeena and made friends at
Murrumbeena Baptist Church. Peter was
a bonny child.
We wanted to fulfil our goal of
helping with Bible translation work in
PNG. We enrolled in Wycliffe’s language
and translation skills program at Brisbane
University for the summer of 1964–5.
It was a pressure-packed course learning
phonemics, phonetics and grammar with
emphasis on the languages of PNG. The
science of sound fascinated me although
I have never since met a ‘glottal stop’.
Ann’s courage was obvious as she
strove to complete evening work and
care adequately for Peter (then 15

months). We were tempted to ease
the pressure and forget that goal! That
completed we applied to join Wycliffe
Bible Translators as volunteer workers
in PNG. For months we visited friends
and churches of friends enlisting their
financial support. Ann moved house
for us while I convalesced after a hernia
repair. We shipped our stuff and flew
to PNG in August for a three-month
jungle training and orientation program
in Lae, the Markham Valley jungle and
at Ukarumpa in the Eastern Highlands.
We became fit, learnt more language,
adjusted to village life and contact with
PNG people. What fun to sleep in a
PNG hut at 1500m altitude! The hut
was closed up with a fire burning and
the pigs sleeping underneath the raised
floor. Our cosy sleeping bags kept us
warm. Ann and I awoke to voices and
quiet movement at 5am as the family
Dad sat and prayed. One of God’s
gentlemen keeping his morning tryst
with his Saviour! We added to our skills
and respect for the PNG people.
Introduction complete we moved
into a work role at Ukarumpa, moving
house again! I counted 23 moves in 15
years, all longer than a month. Again
Ann’s courage showed, but maybe it
was becoming ‘normal’. We expected
to be teaching in the school Wycliffe
provided for the missionary children.
It comprised classrooms and relief
teachers temporarily helping students
on correspondence lessons. I became
the first ongoing Principal and we
organised classes with regular teachers
for Years 7–9 with older students still
on correspondence. Ann taught English,
History and Latin. We enrolled four
PNG students, protégés of the McClure
Aunties. One became an MP, another a
forestry officer. We pondered their use
of the Latin Ann had taught them.
Ann’s teaching time was cut short by
pregnancy problems with David who
was born in Goroka Hospital in January
1967. Goroka Hospital was another story
of poor resources, excellent staff and a
tiny baby losing weight. We scrambled
home to find next morning Ann and

Peter suffering severe diarrhoea. Courage
rose as we sought help! Dear friend
Helen, a triple-certificate nurse, took
David into her care for three weeks while
I looked after Ann and Peter.
We built a home for ourselves,
very compact but with ‘mod cons’ of
electricity, cold and hot water, washing
machine, small bath and a fenced play
area. We learnt that Peter needed extra
care. He had many bouts of convulsions
in PNG, always in a different place
with different doctors. We struggled to
diagnose the cause of these convulsions
and feared that Peter was being damaged.
Health issues of our boys stressed us,
particularly Ann. It was hard to get
consistent medical support.
Ann continued to contribute her
knowledge and skills to the Wycliffe
broader program but it was mostly what
she could do at home at her desk. She
was disappointed that her role was more
of mother than the larger picture she
could see. My work was expanding as I
added engineering infrastructure projects
to the teaching role.
In September 1967 we had a holiday
in the Western Highlands near the
Nazarene mission hospital, chosen in
case Peter got sick. Almost on cue,
Peter became seriously sick and was in
a coma for almost 24 hours. The doctor
guessed what triggered Peter’s problem.
We arranged an emergency flight back to
Ukarumpa, then on to Lae. Ann brought
our boys to Melbourne while I packed
our house and followed. Again Ann’s
courage coped! The Children’s Hospital
diagnosed Peter as hypoglycaemic. We
learnt to feed him sweet juice if he didn’t
eat. Convulsions ceased.
We returned to PNG early in 1968
after surgery for David and myself. Ann
stayed fit. David attended kindergarten
across the road while Ann worked
from home. Often she saw him being
brought home early as kinder couldn’t
cope. Peter started school briefly but
he couldn’t cope with a too-traditional
teacher. The following year was better.
I changed roles from teaching to those
engineering infrastructure projects full

time as Ukarumpa expanded.
We came south on extended leave for
1971 expecting to return to PNG for a
further five years. Peter’s education needs
became priority as he struggled to learn
basics. Suitable help was not available
in PNG or in most Melbourne schools.
We enrolled both boys at Kingswood
College Box Hill. I was offered a teaching
position there. We rented in Ashwood
to see what developed but had to decide
against returning to PNG. Again that
courage was marshalled as we bought
a home in Surrey Hills late in 1972. A
poor house, due for demolition but we
fixed it slowly.
Adrian was born in early 1974, a
perfect child with none of the health
issues we were used to. Our next-door
‘spare Grandma’ Mavis and Adrian loved
walks. We moved again to a larger home
in Surrey Hills and renovated it, staying
17 years – a record!
From economic pressure Ann began
work again. Emergency teaching was
the pits – the students at Canterbury
Girls hated emergency teachers. Ann
changed to Migrant English teaching
and met many delightful groups – new
migrants in the Nunawading Hostel and
older immigrant ladies in Brunswick who
rewarded Ann’s teaching with smiles and
gifts of their cooking. We all loved it!
When Ann was being pressured to
qualify as TESL-trained she chose instead
to retrain in Librarianship, gaining a place
for study at Melbourne University in the
early 1980s. Her courage was tested again
with that study, often at evening classes
and getting home late. Our boys and I
learnt to cook from directions in ‘Mum’s
book’. I bought her a tiny pottery lion as
a symbol of courage. She kept it on her
desk. Now it rides in my pocket.
Qualified as a Librarian she was
appointed to Doveton Tech, a school of
tough kids, often the last resort. The staff
worked together brilliantly, a collegiate
group who defended each other to get
the best from those kids. Kennett politics
decimated that staff as the specialists
were stripped away. Briefly Ann taught
classroom subjects again.
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Whitley College needed a Librarian
and Ann was delighted. She had the
expertise to find resources for adult
students. One colleague described her
as the “librarian’s librarian”. Another
recalls Ann as “bringing that library into
the digital age”. Ann had a grace and
dignity which surmounted issues of
adult misbehaviour. Over dinner I would
hear of reserved books disappearing,
or books ‘borrowed’ by the shopping
trolley. Designing a new library was an
interesting time.
During that period we moved into
an apartment in East Brunswick, then
into a Fitzroy North house with easy

again he had gone to Nyngan, NSW
to help a volunteer group fixing flooddamaged houses. Viral pneumonia killed
him very quickly. Sadness swept over us.
David, that tiny babe born in Goroka,
completed VCE at Kingswood, then BSc
and teacher training at Rusden, plus
TCAV accreditation as Tennis Coach.
He loved tennis. He taught briefly at
Doveton Tech, to Mother’s delight as she
bathed in reflected glory. He travelled,
coached tennis in Portugal and the UK
and met Andrea on a KonTiki tour. They
married in the UK and stayed for nine
years. Ann and I enjoyed visiting them
and remember a delightful trip into the

access to Whitley College for Ann and
an easy tram ride into my city job with
Telstra. We had space for a garden, a
workshop and for our new family with
grandchildren.
Faith and family were so important to
Ann. Mother’s radar had us get a family
photograph taken for Christmas 1989;
it was important. We knew why when
Peter died in October 1990. Peter had
made a good life helping young people
through Youth with a Mission. His skills
with sound systems and photography
were much used. He had become a reader
about age 18 after years of struggle. He
studied with YWAM at the University of
Hawaii before travelling with their youth
choir in Canada and the USA. Home

Lakes District and Scotland. Andrea has
an uncanny knack of finding great B&Bs.
Now settled back in Melbourne they
have added Hudson (now 2.5) to our
family. He misses Grandma and asks me
where is Grandma with such poignancy.
Adrian, our music and language
wizard, attended Kingswood, Preshil
and Blackburn High. Then a student
exchange to France and cycling in
Europe before he came home to work
and study. Adrian is an IT specialist in
network protection. He and Susie have
three children, Aleah (12), Darien (9) and
Annessa (15 months). We shared day
care for Aleah and Darien in our Fitzroy
North home and nearby kindergarten.
Our grandchildren are the joy of our
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lives. For Ann, being Grandma was her
most cherished role. Her greatest regret
was lack of further time with them. Aleah
and Darien remember special times with
her. Even in her illness she wanted to
contribute to the grandchildren, to see
the folk she loved and give back, even
a little.
Ann painted years ago but resisted
recent encouragement to begin again
– she felt too rusty! Classical music
became our favourite. MSO concerts
with Jill her ‘girl time out’. Her friends are
scattered across Australia from school
days onwards. Ann’s friends are like gold,
the moment you see them they shine
brightly and pick up again.
Somers and surrounds have given
us ‘time in the sun’. Home, beaches,
Eastern Cliffs and Coolart are special
places. Arms skywards, Ann would
shout “WE LIVE HERE!” We found
new friends everywhere just talking to
folk. Ann was warmly regarded even
with slight contact.
Often we hitched up the caravan
during winter for warmer parts up
the east coast. Mylestom became a
favourite as we tired of longer travel into
Queensland. We made several overseas
journeys, in earlier times organising our
own travel in Europe and the UK. A
month-long Bible-lands tour of Jordan,
Israel, Turkey and Greece was a highlight.
We much enjoyed a Globus tour of
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and
France. Several visits to the UK included
car touring of Wales, Cornwell and up
the east coast into Scotland. March
2011 we visited London, Madrid (with
a tour south) and Dublin. Visiting Trinity
College and the Book of Kells was a
highlight, especially the conversation
with the curator, a Latin scholar. A
wonderful tour, we thought we could
do it again!
Ann in a few words must be: Courage,
Grace, Dignity, Faith, Love.
Sic transit gloria mundi
or ‘So passes the glory of the world’,
as Ann taught Adrian long ago.
Kevin Close

(that fortunate man whom she married)

Merricks Creek on Friday night 4 February 2011. The photo was taken with my HD Canon camera in movie mode and then edited as the
lightning occurred over about four frames. I think it was quite a distance away but I didn’t hang around to find out if there were any better ones
coming. Grahame Tiplady
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Make a Greeting Card with Pressed Flowers

Joke:



Choose flowers that flatten nicely
such as Pansies and Daisies.

Q. What is yellow and goes
downhill fast?



Pick your flowers early in the afternoon when the dew is dry but they
are still perky.

A. A banana on a water slide.



Place flowers between 2 sheets of paper
(to protect the pages) in a book. Weigh
the book down and wait about two weeks
for them to dry properly.
Glue the pressed
flowers onto a piece of
thick card and hey
presto you’ve got a
beautiful Greeting
Card to give to your
best friend or relative.


HomemadeGiftGuru.com

Daffodils
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the Milky Way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay;
The thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance,
The waves beside them danced, but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee;
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company;
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
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William Wordsworth

RECYCLING FUN

Make a Miniature
Garden

Here’s a great way to recycle old containers and
small toys you don’t play with anymore.
What you need:
Old container, e.g. ice-cream container or a dinner
plate, potting mix, grass and small plants
(succulents work really well), pebbles and small
rocks, small toys you don’t play with anymore e.g.
a miniature tea set and small toy fairies, small
flowers for decorating.
Method:
1.
Place a 2cm layer of potting mix in your container and plant your small plants, making
sure you leave enough space for your toys.
2.
Put small pebbles around the container and
make a path of pebbles in the soil.
3.
Decorate your miniature garden with your
toys. For example, you can create a Tea Party
Fairy Garden by decorating the garden with
a miniature tea set and small fairies.
4.
Add colour to
your garden by
decorating with
small flowers such
as daisies.
5.
Spray your
garden with water
to keep it fresh.
6.
Replace the
flowers when they
begin to wilt.

Waldorf salad recipe
Serving size: 4
Ingredients:

2 red apples (cored and diced)
3 stalks of celery (chopped)
1 orange (peeled and segmented)
1/3 cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup pecans or walnuts
4 iceberg lettuce cups
Method:

Combine the apples, celery, orange segments, mayonnaise and
walnuts in a large bowl. Stir to
coat all the ingredients in the
mayonnaise. Squeeze in some orange juice if you need more
dressing.
Spoon into the lettuce cups to
serve.
Note: You can also use plain low

- fat yoghurt instead of mayonnaise.
Recipe created by Melissa
Hughes for Kidspot

Send us your recipes to have them
included in our next issue to:
annie13@southernphone.com.au
or PO Box 338, Somers 3927
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Glimpses of a
tropical adventure
Back in the 1990s I bought a 35-metre
Indonesian island-trading boat, the
Sinai Jayia, with a friend of mine,
Howard.
Our base of operations was
Maumere, capital of the island Flores,
which lies half way between Timor and
Bali in the Indonesian archipelago. We
intended to trade in teak with the island
groups that are well to the north of
Flores and just below Sulawesi.
As soon as we got title to the
vessel we began a minor refit. We
modernised the 200-horsepower diesel
engine, installed a comprehensive radio
communication system, added GPS
navigation, gave the vessel a complete
once-over, checking what needed doing
and installing a host of home comforts.
In those days it was mandatory to
have a certified Indonesian skipper on
board with you. There was no argument
with this even though Howard held an
Australian master’s ticket.
Our man arrived a few days later
with two crew in tow. Obviously a jobfor-the-boys affair but that’s how things
work in that part of the world. As it
turned out they were great company,
excellent guides who over the coming
months were to become close trusted
friends who taught us a great deal.
As the date of departure neared, our
friends from the sailing communities
of Broome and Darwin began to arrive.
The ‘hippies’ I called them, not that I
should judge. They were well-travelled,
very competent experienced mariners.
They were up for the ride and the fun
– we all knew how to enjoy ourselves.
It was explained to the crew that a
code of conduct was to be observed in
the islands. Not that our guys weren’t
polite, it was just to make sure that we
all understood. Once away and at sea
we could let our hair down.
The last job before our departure
was provisioning. The girls had
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The Sinai Jayia.
discovered the vast Maumere market
so volunteered for that task. We headed
for the Chinese warehouse where we
found everything we needed.
We all ended up with a wardrobe
full of sarongs, the most practical attire
for this part of the world.
We set sail on the early afternoon
tide and two and a half days later we
anchored off our island at 2am. No
one could sleep so we sat with coffee
waiting for first light to see what
awaited us.
I have never seen such a wild bunch
of men and women sit so silently
and reserved as that morning. We
were anchored on a vast coral reef
in 10 metres of crystal-clear water.
The phosphorescence in the water
was made up of pieces the size of
confetti, tumbling smoothly in the
gentle current. It was like a scene from
Peter Pan. The beach was pure white
lined with coconut palms, the jungle
behind it rising to mountains. So still,
so quiet, so peaceful.
I had just come through a few torrid
years and right then I realised why I
was there. Then someone stood up

on the rail and dived in. We swam,
snorkeled, took photos and explored.
The dining table was set up on the stern
deck, brilliant as it turned out, so when
everyone had finally calmed down we
had breakfast. What a great start.
It was after lunch that we went to
meet the islanders before they found us
first and may have been offended that
they were not first on the list but we
had to get that dawn out of our system.
Before the Indonesian federation
a lot of the island groups were ruled
by kings and queens. Today in a lot
of these areas the royal descendants
are still traditionally recognised by
the locals and still retain some of the
trading rights of their ancestors. It was
these people that we would eventually
deal with.
In meeting the islanders, a protocol
had to be followed. Once done the
show got going. The islanders were
just wonderful. We were invited into
houses, showed their culture and the
way they lived and asked so many
questions. We had to work out a priority
for accepting invitations to ensure that
we did not offend. It was interesting

that we didn’t see any other westerners
in the months we were up there.
One crew member, Josie, was an art
teacher, so she was ideal for organising
the school visit routine. They had so
many questions to ask us. Despite all
the socialising we still managed to carry
on our business.
The breaks we looked forward to
were exploration as we sailed from one
island group to another. We came into
a bay on an uninhabited island that just
took our fancy, I won’t say fantasy. We
stayed there for nearly a week. When
we left the hippies wrote the place
down on the chart and in the log as
‘naked bay’. No further comment is
necessary.

The author with the Prince of Jampaya.

Now and then we would pass this
beautiful little liner, the Lumpa Lumpa,
which ran tourists on the Koupang to
Bali trek.
On one of its resupply stops at
Maumere she came in and tied up
just across from us. Intrigued, Howard
and I strolled around for a closer look.
Stunning. About 150 feet long, built
around 1920, with a wonderful Art
Deco interior which had been kept
in meticulous condition. On board
the interior had beautifully polished
timber everywhere, potted palms,
cane furniture with tropical floral
cushions and waiters in cummerbunds.
The captain, his crew and staff, were
charming.

Then the Americans, who were
chartering her for this trip, spotted us
and invited us to come on a guided
tour of the ship. The vessel was
breathtaking. Realising that we were
in a state of awe and shock they sat
us down and poured us drinks. We
stayed for dinner and weren’t allowed
to leave until we had seen the sunrise
with them sharing beverages and
swapping stories.
A day later, when we had recovered,
we went down to thank our generous
hosts but the Lumpa Lumpa had sailed.
Sadly I never saw her again. I dream
about that lovely little ship still today.
Our visits to Maumere gave us the
time to get away from each other to
do our own thing. Mine was crossing
to the Indian Ocean side of the island
for the surf.
The day finally came that with
our hold full of teak we set sail for
Broome. The hippies flew home and
the Indonesian crew departed at Roti,
an island just below Timor and the last
in that chain.
My friend Howard still lives in
Darwin but has since bought a house
in Goa, India. He sails there each
year on the trade winds. I have sailed
many thousands of miles on tropical
adventures and probably just as many
down south. Deliveries are probably
the best fun given the right crew and
conditions and by that I don’t mean
weather. I’d say the delivery I would
consider to have come close to my
Indonesian odyssey would have to be
the trawler.
This involved an 80ft prawn trawler,
stripped to the deck of all fishing
gear, to be delivered from Darwin to
Brisbane with a time limit of three
months, with the major rules being
that it must be delivered well within the
time limit and it must arrive in Brisbane
in the same condition it left Darwin.
Time to summon the hippies. “This is
going to be quite a ride.”
Lindsay Pullin
Lindsay Pullin has lived in Somers for more
than 20 years.
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ART CLASSES
FOR ADULTS
Terrified beginners and
intermediate levels
WELCOME!
I guarantee you will be
inspired as soon as you
enter my beautiful home
studio set in tranquil
bushland.
You will learn techniques
with as much structure as
you require by a qualified
teacher.
Develop your own style
to enable you to paint
what you love.
This could be the
beginning of your creative
journey!
Contact me to visit my
studio in Somers, or to
see a class in progress.
Monique Morey
0409 836 507
e-mail: moniquemorey@
y7mail.com
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Life in the ashram
This story is about my trip to India, but
before I get there I need to tell the story
of why I went.
Last year I was diagnosed with
breast cancer. Fortunately for me it was
picked up early and I was able to have
treatment. Not satisfied with just the
medical route I wanted to explore the
cause as there is no history of cancer
in my family and I had recovered from
another disease five years earlier.
My journey led me to the Ian Gawler
Foundation retreat where I learned
about integrating holistic help such as
vegetarian diet, juicing, meditation and
counselling. They have a strong belief
that cancer is related to holding on to
some stress or trauma and not letting it
go. People describe me as always strong,
a trooper, controlled. These are all great
characteristics but they are not good
when it comes to releasing emotions.
My work began around meditation,
spending more time in the moment
rather than worrying about my business
or things that hadn’t happened yet. I
went back to yoga which is a ‘go-slow
activity’ because my life had been about
filling up every minute of the day. I
have three children aged 3, 5 and 7
and run a computer business and I
always prided myself on being ‘super
mum’: working, mothering, exercising,
cramming as much into every day as
possible – it was exhausting. The
Gawler program taught me to go slow,
spend time in nature and how vital it
is to let myself sit.
This put me in touch with some
amazing people. I also decided that I
would open up my higher self (i.e. trust
my intuition) to help me heal myself.
My yoga teacher at the Somers yoga fest
(Eugenie Knox) was raising money for
Amma’s tsunami relief, and after a class
casually mentioned she was going to
India to Amma’s ashram at Amritapuri
in India and did I want to come. She
also dangled a carrot that another girl

who had been through breast cancer
was going. You all should know that I
want to be around for a long time and
will consider anything that can help me
stay well. Another person I respect said
she goes to Amma’s retreats whenever
they are held in Melbourne and had
changed her life for the positive. So
if visiting Amma at the ashram was
going to accelerate my wellness journey
I needed to go. My darling husband said
he would mind the children.
So who is Amma? In a nutshell,
many describe her as a living saint. Born
in a poor fishing village in Southern
India, she was one of six children. She
was born blue like Krishna in lotus
position. From an early age she would
meditate for hours on end. Her family
thought she was completely mad as
she spent much of her time praying to
Krishna and in meditation. She would
steal the family food and give it to poor
people. When she was about 21 she
merged with Krishna or God. The story
goes Krishna said that her purpose was
to help people. She performed a few
miracles in the early days. There was
no fish in the village so she made them
all jump onto the beach. She turned
water into gruel and fed thousands of
people. Amma is about 54 and is called
‘the saint of hugging’. She gives hugs to
people for 18 hours straight without a
break. This is to anyone: old, sick, very
young, smelly, sweaty – she doesn’t care.
She has millions of followers from all
over the world.
So off to the ashram I went, trying
to have no expectations. I had seen
pictures of the complex on the internet
and it looked very beautiful set against
the backwaters of Amritapuri. I knew
the accommodation would be basic
as it was $6 per day to stay and that
included Indian meals if you wanted.
I was lucky as Eugenie (yoga teacher)
travelled with me. We arrived on
darshen day so we were given a ticket.
One of the girls wanted to go look
at Amma on the stage. She had been
coming to the ashram with her daughter
for eight years. We pushed past people

to see a glimpse of the little Indian
woman in the sari. My friend turned
to go; somehow I got caught up in the
line and before I knew it was being
shoved in front of Amma for my hug.
I tried to explain that my ticket was
for later in the day and they said it
didn’t matter. My 30-second hug came
and she smelled of roses. I had heard
that if you make a wish when you are
hugged it might come true. I was told
many stories in the ashram by people
who had been with Amma for up to
20 years that told of such miracles.
After my hug I got up to go and one
of the attendants said I should sit on
the stage. It was packed with devotees.
I was close and could see all the people
in line for hugs. The first thing I noticed
was so many people looked so joyful
in her presence; some were crying for
joy. When I rejoined my group and told
them what had happened they were
astounded as my ticket was number
5000 for the day and normally they
do not deviate from the order of the
tickets.
Off to find our room. I was sharing
with four others. Our beds were gym
mats on the floor. Again I had gone
with an open mind so I was pleased it
had a western toilet and shower. There
was no hot water however the weather
was humid and about 32˚C each day.
My room-mates were fun-loving Nancy
from the USA, Alexandra from Italy
and Benita from Melbourne. It was like
being on camp. Strangely three of us
had been through breast cancer.
I soon got into a daily routine: up
at 5am, meditation on the temple roof
watching the sun come up over the sea;
yoga at 6.45–8am then breakfast at 8.30.
I mainly chose the western café which
provided anything vegetarian you could
imagine. I had muesli, yoghurt, freshly
baked bread and herbal tea.
Free time followed, then lunch.
One day Amma held a question-and
-answer session in the temple and
then we all had lunch with her. This
was a well-orchestrated exercise as the
temple was packed with1000 people;

plates of curry and rice were passed
around to everyone which as you can
imagine took some time. Once all had
food Amma started to eat and so did
we. On that day I ate with my right
hand like the local Indians. There is
something tantalizing about eating
with your fingers. The food texture and
taste seems more heightened. Sitting
waiting for your food for an hour in
silence was a lesson in patience and
tolerance as we were all crammed into
the temple. From 2–4pm each day I
had my seva, which is selfless service.
The belief is if you do something for
others it heightens your spirituality. My
seva was dishwashing. This was fun
with a French and Italian girl in the
western café. This might sound silly
however I tried to focus on the dishes
and the girls; this technique is called
mindfulness meditation.
I had a couple of swims in the
pool which was lovely although quite
hilarious as women wear a swimming
dress (these were provided). The
ashram promotes modesty so no short
skirts or low-cut tops, which distract
from the spiritual practice. I bought
some longer skirts and kaftan tops in
the gift shop.
There was a wonderful meditation
led by Amma on the beach one evening
where you could feel the energy and
love.
I am a bit of a skeptic about gurus
and spirituality, however there was
something there. Amma did have ‘a
presence’ or ‘an energy’. People from
all over the world were there visiting
Amma. There were all races and many
different religions in that ashram, all in
harmony with each other. Amma travels
the world the other seven months of
the year hugging people. She has built
free ayurvedic hospitals and universities
and raises money for disasters all over
the world. She is the only person in
India who can travel overseas without
a passport.
Before I left the ashram I had two
more darshen from Amma which were
very special. She spoke to me in English

and looked me in the eye. I felt this
energy surging through my body.
After eight days in the ashram I
came away feeling inner love for myself,
compassion and tolerance for all people
and general love of life. I do understand
that we will all die some day, however I
feel there is still a lot of living for me
to do and this is possible. Breast cancer
was the best thing that has happened
as it has made me realise how special
life is.
I loved my whole time in India and
have decided to take my husband and
children back next year.
Brigette Sigley
(brigette.sigley@gmail.com)

Orpheus in Berlin
Ardour in your eyes,
Beckoning surprise:
    Cour mache ich?
Dances of desire,
Effervescent fire:
    Frischst du mich?
Groping for the light,
Hungry for the night:
    Isst du mich?
Joining hand to hand,
Kisses never planned:
    Liebst du mich?
Melancholy care,
Neophyte despair;
    Ohne dich.
Purity and pride,
Quickness to deride:
   Raubst du mich?
Shadow at a gate,
Tartarean fate,
   Unglücklich.
Violated love,
Why, by God above,
    Ziehst du mich?
John Martyn
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My two ‘firsts’ at Cerberus

Her Majesty and I go back a long time
but we haven’t always been on the best of
terms. Even now some of the memories
still rankle.
The HM in this case is Her Majesty’s
Australian Ship Cerberus, the base at
Stony Point, which in those bygone
days housed the Royal Australian Naval
College where boys were being turned
into men, suitable for command.
It was there that I established what I
believe is a Royal Australian Navy record
that will never be broken: the first ‘New
Australian’ to be selected for training in
the college – and the first to be kicked
out.
It wasn’t quite put in those terms, of
course. It took the form of a letter to my
parents requesting them to withdraw my
services because I had failed to produce
sufficient ‘officer-like qualities’.
I must stress that I wasn’t the only
cadet midshipman to fall by the wayside.
My intake, the last before the college was
moved to HMAS Creswell in NSW, was
the first of a brave new experiment, the
matriculation entry.
Until then cadets entered the college
as 13-year-olds and had to do a four-year
live-in course during which the navy tried
hard to turn them into the sort of person
that could run a warship.
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But the powers-that-be soon found
out that moulding matriculants aged 18
to 20 wasn’t quite as easy as dealing with
13-year-olds – and doing it in one year,
not four. Even though I came straight
from high school, there were some
who had already been working on the
‘outside’ and others who had spent time
at university.
Some – shock, horror – were smokers
and, worse, drinkers. Neither activity of
course was permitted under rules that
were designed for 13-year-olds and still
strictly enforced when the older cadets
arrived.
So, boys being boys, smoking, for
instance, became a popular pastime for
some of us – just because we weren’t
allowed to. One side effect was a cloud
of smoke hanging over the bushes
behind the college each time we were
sent off for a cross-country run, which
was frequently.
Smoking in the dunny during evening
study time was another common activity
until, in my case, I was caught out by the
‘Jimmy’ (the first lieutenant), who had
snuck out for the same reason.
It resulted in three days of ‘jenkers’
(punishment), one day consisting of
running around the parade ground for
two hours, in full kit complete with rifle
– a heavy article in those days.
Luckily, by the time I joined the
college that was the only kind of
punishment meted out. Only a year
or two before that cadet captains were
allowed to punish junior cadets by belting
them across the buttocks with gym shoes
– Dunlop Volleys as I recall.
To this day I don’t really know why
I was ever selected for training as an
officer cadet. It wasn’t quite the right
career move for somebody who couldn’t
– and still can’t – stand being ordered
around.
Also, I had been in Australia for
only three years after arriving here from
the Netherlands at age 15 and unable

to speak English. I guess the fact that
I passed my matriculation in all my
subjects must have impressed someone.
But nobody took into account my still
considerable linguistic shortcomings or
that, while trying hard to pass as many
subjects as possible, some subjects vital
to a career in the navy – such as physics
and chemistry – had been neglected
while achievements in others such as
languages were totally ignored.
Funnily enough, the year wasn’t
wasted – I learnt a lot, not least about
etiquette, table manners for one.
There was the time I was called to
the supervising officer’s office to have
explained to me ‘proper British’ table
manners, because they differed from the
ones I had been taught.
Fine, and I adapted easily – until
about a week later I was called out
again, this time to be told that what I
was shown the week before did not apply
to eating curry. That was eaten with a
fork only.
Sailing was another plus, despite once
almost drowning or freezing to death
– whichever was going to come first –
when the 14ft dinghy I was sailing went
over in Western Port Bay and it took the
rescue boat two hours to catch up with
us floating out to sea hanging on grimly
to the upturned boat.
But best of all, getting kicked out of
college gave me the opportunity to find
a career that did suit me and, more than
50 years later, still does – journalism.
Thank you HM.
Paul Speelman
Paul now lives on the other side of the
Peninsula at Blairgowrie after having lived
in WA, NSW and Hong Kong.
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The importance
of ‘no’			
‘No’ is a great little word. It is probably
one of the earliest words we learn.
When we were toddlers, ‘no-no’ may
be what we heard most. Saying ‘no’
during the ‘terrible two’s’ seemed to
bring everything to a halt. Certainly
during our earliest years, the word ‘no’
played a vital role in our development.
In childhood, receiving a ‘no’ meant
‘stop doing what you are doing’. It may
also have meant ‘you are not going to
get what you want’. Depending on
how parents used the word ‘no’ it
may have meant some kind of threat is
forthcoming, or some kind of rejection
is at hand. Since we were little, we were
helpless to do anything about the threat

of punishment, except to ‘freeze’ or
‘stop’ whatever we were doing. Since
we were dependent, rejection was a lifethreatening event. Either way, hearing
‘no’ was emotionally upsetting.
No wonder many of us grew up
afraid of hearing the word ‘no’. It may
still mean we are to paralyse ourselves
immediately, or it means we are being
rejected. Both meanings are not very
pleasant.
Receiving a ‘no’ somehow seems
entirely different than sending it. When
we say ‘no’, we feel powerful, protective,
able to set our own limits – exactly as
the youngster. When the toddler begins
using ‘no’, the activity of Mum or Dad
at least seems to stall if not stop. Wow,
what power! The little one can plant
his/her feet firmly on the ground, put
the hands on their hips and firmly say
“No!” – and everything stops, or at
least hesitates.

How to say ‘no’ in the nicest possible way
Many of us, with the exception of
2-year-olds, find ‘no’ the hardest word
to say. We often agree to something
when we really don’t choose to, simply
because it is very hard to say ‘no’,
particularly to people we are close to, or
people we want to please. Perhaps we
are afraid of hurting their feelings, or
we don’t know how to refuse a request
without sounding rude or unfriendly.
Here is one suggestion:
If you need to refuse a request,
try saying ‘no’ in two parts. This is
sometimes called an ‘empathic no’
because you are actually putting into
words your attempt to understand the
person making the request.
First, express your perception of
the other person’s position, and then
state your refusal to meet their request.
It softens the blow a little by
demonstrating your understanding,
even though you are not going to meet
their needs or agree to their request.
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For example:
Mother: I want you look after the
children next Monday.
Grandmother: I understand that
you really need help with the children,
but I’m not willing to have them on
Monday.
Child: I want one of those chocolatecoated ice creams.
Parent: I understand that you would
just love one of those, but no, we are
not getting one today.
You might be surprised at the
outcome when you let the other person
know you have listened and understood
them. You do not necessarily have to
back up your refusal with reasons. In fact,
going into the reasons often escalates the
discussion and ups the ante.
Derived from Listen to me, Listen to
You, A practical guide to self-awareness,
communication skills and conflict
management, by Anne Kotzman &
Mandy Kotzman, New Expanded
Edition (Penguin, 2007).

The magic of ‘no’ is apparent to
the toddler. If something is happening
to him he doesn’t want, he merely
says (screams), “No!” and whatever is
happening stops. The toddler learns to
set their own limits, protect themself
from intrusion and feel independent,
self-sufficient.
As adults we need to make the
distinction between ‘no’ the refusal
and ‘no’ the rejection. Rarely is ‘no’
a personal rejection. It is merely
someone’s refusal to do what we’ve
asked. As grown-ups we need to
recognise the value of ‘no’. We no
longer need to fear receiving it from
others. We are free to move and do what
we choose. We can find alternatives
when refused. We will no longer die
if others do not accept us.
Saying ‘no’ enables us to establish
the limits of our activity. It demarcates
our willingness to ‘give in’ or ‘give
up’. It is our initial line of protective
defence. It allows us to differentiate
ourselves from others. It educates
others about where we have set our
personal boundaries.
‘No’ is a great word for one final
reason – it allows us more often and
more powerfully to say ‘yes!’
When we are secure in our comfort
and ability to say ‘no’ whenever we
wish, we are much more willing and
safe about saying ‘yes’. Saying ‘yes’ to
others and to ourselves enables us to
accept ourselves and the importance
of our relationships to others.
Saying a resounding ‘yes’ to what life
has to offer affirms us and opens us
up to fulfilment. Any little word which
allows us to more fully accept what we
need in life is a ‘great little word’.
Saying ‘no’ all the time closes us
to life. Saying it occasionally serves as
a gateway to affirming what we want
and who we are. It empowers us to
walk through that gate into a richer
and happier life. And isn’t saying ‘yes’
to life what it’s all about anyway?
Dr Lloyd J. Thomas
(licensed psychologist, author,
speaker and life coach)

Camp diversity
2011
This was a community service
program held in August at Lord
Somers Camp for young people with
physical and intellectual challenges.
It also provided Lord Somers Camp
and Power House members with
the opportunity to gain a better
understanding of the lifelong
complications experienced by these
young people. LSC&PH has been
donating, organising and conducting
these weekend camps twice a year
since 1992.
It is the aim of the camps to
facilitate the process of integration
and understanding between these
young people with their different
levels of health and physical abilities.
To achieve these aims there was
a range of activities covering skills
in the areas of craft, physical and
intellectual tasks. These included
video production, football, dancing,
treasure hunts, and a night-time
disco which proved to be one of the
highlights of the camp. Certainly
another highlight was the carnival
with all the fun of the fair including
clowns, a juggler, pet pythons, skittles,
a fortune teller, a very popular
dunking-the-helper machine and even
candy floss.
The Lord Somers Camp and
Power House organisation and its
volunteer helpers deserve accolades
for this very worthwhile program.
Rod Nuske

Somers resident Bunty McCutcheon being offered some old-fashioned ‘chocolate crackles’ at the
Camp Diversity fair by one of the many colourful clowns.

Scenes from the fair at Camp Diversity, Lord Somers Camp.
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Formal opening
of Somers Arts
Precinct

Humans are a
big cause of the
problem

This event will take place on
Wednesday 23 November in what is
called the Somers Arts Precinct which
is next to the pathway to the beach
opposite Palm Beach Grove.
The function will commence at
5pm and continue until 7pm during
which time light refreshments will be
served and details will be given about
the origin of the sculptures including
the latest dramatic work.

Our purpose
Somers Paper Nautilus aims to connect
all the groups and individuals of
Somers and to help reinforce a sense
of community and belonging by giving
them an avenue of expression through:
* News relevant to Somers and the
surrounding area as well as items of
general interest.
* Stories and examples of local creative
endeavour.
* Letters.
Nautilus will not become involved
in party politics nor take sides on any
issue. However, we encourage readers
to feel free to express their opinions
on matters that concern them and the
Somers community.
The volunteer editorial committee
will have the final decision of the paper’s
content and reserves the right to edit
or omit an item on legal grounds or
because of space.
Views expressed in Nautilus are
not necessarily shared by the editorial
committee but are those of the authors.
We aim for inclusiveness and
openness, catering for a diversity of
views without rancour.
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This Electronic Age
A forest of computers
Engulfs our world today,
‘They will do away with paper’
Is what they used to say!
Great cumbersome equipment
In almost every home,
In shops and mills and offices,
All governed by – a mouse!
This mouse can do most anything,
So clever to be true,
It can search through lots of windows
And can do the shopping too!
It can entertain the children
With games that they can play,
It can help them with their homework
And pay their bills, they say!
But when the power fails us
And the mouse lies still and dead,
And we can’t see any windows,
Just a plain black screen instead
And all that magic’s left us
Like I often wish it would
We must reach for pen and paper,
Neat, simple, plain and good!
Jean Bryant

. . . to use Patrick Cusick’s ending
sentence from ‘Coming clean on global
warming’ [page 15 in our last issue,
Vol. 8, Issue3]. In the early 1990s the
Brazilian Environment Minister said
that his people were clearing forest “as
if we are the last generation to live on
the Earth”. He saw the deforestation
as threatening human survival. It has
happened before on a smaller scale.
Easter Island represents our Earth writ
small. They used all the resources and
had nowhere to go. Jordan was heavily
forested until Turkey used the trees to
power railways. The Sahara used to be
a food bowl!
What resources will we exhaust?
Fossil fuels are an obvious one.
Mineral resources, fish stocks, agricultural
land, water, plant and animal species are
potential problems. Is it wise to use finite
resources as we currently do? Gas and oil
reserves may last several decades. In the
1970s we had used the easy sources. Now
we explore deeper in more hazardous
places and expect more accidents with
potential environmental damage. Coal
may last 300 years until exhaustion. Wise
people want to leave something good for
the grandchildren and beyond. We don’t
need to exhaust these resources.
Patrick spoke of the pollution
caused by humans burning fossil fuels
and other human needs. The impact
of this pollution is viewed differently
within our society. Scientists tend to be a
conservative lot but they tell us there are
issues with global warming with danger
if we do not control our pollution. Some
say that increased carbon dioxide levels
will enhance plant growth. I agree with
both views but realistically cannot accept
what is good for plants if it is very bad
for humans! Apparently global warming
has happened before but Earth has taken
about 70,000 years for the climate to be
habitable again.

What options have we?
Fossil fuels are very convenient
and we have based our economy on
plentiful energy from them. Other
possible energy sources include hydro,
solar, wind, geothermal and biomass in
various forms. These sources are largely
in the infancy of their development and
hence more expensive than the coal, oil,
gas sources we have spent a century or
more developing. Combinations of
renewable sources spread over several
wind and solar zones can provide base
and peak-load generation. Solar with
thermal storage is currently in use.
How can we switch to other energy
sources?
By building them, using them and
improving them; but we need suitable
‘encouragers’ to speed up the process.
The carbon tax does some economic
adjustment towards this. The ‘big
spenders’ of carbon who release lots of
CO2 would pay a small tax – under $3 per
tonne of coal (current value around $180
per tonne). This makes coal-generated
electricity slightly dearer and closer
in cost to electricity from renewable
sources. This would encourage the
development of renewable generation
systems and encourage large businesses
to look at alternatives. The rising cost of
petrol is an example of making us look
for cheaper options.
Why is there any argument?
I see three reasons!
1. It has become a political issue and too
many in our current Federal Opposition
see potential gain for them in opposing it.
2. The potential changes of energy supply
will change our traditional ways and change
the income streams of some investors.
3. Science has been good in the past
at helping us avert potential problems.
When the bad thing doesn’t happen
some of us ponder that we didn’t need
to do anything anyway. We think it was
a false scare.
I cannot see any false scare here. Why
not develop renewable energy sources
and hand on good stuff to our greatgrandchildren?
Kevin Close

A moment
in history
At the formal opening of the new
school building on Monday 17 October,
Principal David Ingham addressed the
children and asked them to be aware that
this event was an important moment in
their time at the school and in years to
come they could look back and say: “I
was there at the opening of the first
new building at our school since June
1972 when our last permanent building
was officially opened”.
The ceremony conducted in the
large central area of the building began
with the national anthem which the
children sang with commendable gusto.
Then President of the School Council
Martyn Allenby gave a welcoming
address to all attending and commented
on the excellent work done by the
building contractors. Instead of lengthy
speeches by grown-ups it was decided
to conduct a debate by two teams of
children on the topic ‘global warming
is real’.
The children spoke well and showed
they had put considerable work into
formulating their arguments. The
judges had difficulty in reaching a

decision despite being given extra time
by the Principal (who was forced to tell
a few jokes) but finally they decided it
was a draw.
At this stage Ms Leonie Campbell
representing the Education Department
was introduced and after addressing
the gathering she called on the school
captains to come forward and together
they pulled aside an Australian flag to
unveil the commemorative plaque amid
much clapping and cheering.
Parents and invited guests were
then invited to a luncheon where the
Principal was able to ‘catch up’ with
John Loveland, a teacher who had been
Headmaster in the 1960s. Later he was
an instructor at the Teacher Training
College where one of his pupils was
present Principal David Ingham.
John told the gathering that when
he was teaching at Somers he had
found the children to be attentive and
well-behaved and he had received good
support from the parents; he could see
that this is still the case.
It was a memorable event and now
everyone was looking forward to the
Arts Fair on October 23 when visitors
could see art works displayed in the
more capacious new building as well as
be aware of all the work achieved by
council members and parents in the
school grounds.

The last member to speak from the debating teams was Laura Leivers and then it was over
to the judges to make a difficult decision.
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Whimsical War Story 13:

Everyday life in the Pacific in wartime
(part 1)
Striking a light: We nearly all smoked
cigarettes, of course, except for the
rare ones who smoked pipes. And of
course many Americans loved their
cigars.
Cigarette lighters don’t work so
well when the outside temperature is
high – the petrol evaporates shortly
after filling the tank.
So we had to use matches. However
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the heads on standard wooden Bryant
and Mays crumbled to pieces very
rapidly in humid conditions.
Similarly, cardboard match-books,
preferred by the Yanks, weren’t much
better because the heads became
powdery and soggy, just like our
wooden sticks.
This is when wax matches became
necessary. These had much superior

head material, protected by wax, which
stayed in one piece. The match itself,
being mineral wax like a miniature
candle, was immune from humidity
although it did became a bit soft and
bendy. Although similar products such
as Lucifers and Vestas had been used
in the First World War, they weren’t
common in the more temperate parts
of Australia.
Wax matches need to be scratched
quite vigorously over the abrasive
surface on the base of their hinged
tin container, which was pierced by
small holes with the ragged edges
pointing outwards. Newcomers found
themselves with burnt fingers from
holding the match too close to the
end, and frustrated by having to hold
the flexible wax stick too far back. The
striking surface also had a habit of
skinning the knuckles or fingertips if
held too close.
We soon trained ourselves, because
it wasn’t only for smoking that a
source of flame was essential; for
long periods our light was from kero
lamps, which consisted of a beer can
punctured to take a piece of rope for a
wick, which needed to be ignited. One
of our temporary visitors claimed to
be expert in the making of fire, due to
his experience as a Scout; but rubbing
sticks together doesn’t work so well
when the sticks and other tinder are
damp, even if accompanied by various
Scouty advice, invocation of Akela
and Baloo and worthy and moralistic
chants.
Flame was also necessary for
clothes washing, a daily job in this
climate. Boiling up clothes was
done in an open four-gallon kero
tin, heated by a contraption called
a ‘choofer’. This had a reservoir of
petrol; aviation spirit was preferred
because of the (largely imaginary)
opinion that it burned more fiercely,
therefore heated better.
The petrol, in a closed container
and separated as far as possible away
from the heating end, was carried
through a copper tube from the

reservoir, down below the ground (to
reduce flammable drips) then up to
join a coil in a downward spiral shape,
ending in a constriction or jet at the
bottom. The flame from this jet heated
the petrol in the coil above it, in noisy
spasmodic bursts – hence the name
‘choofer’. The kero tin of water could
boil in quite a short time.
These gadgets worked very well,
but also, sometimes because of faulty
plumbing or inept installation, caused
substantial fires and damage to the
operator and nearby tents.
Drying of laundry was no problem
except during ‘the wet’, when nothing
would dry. In that season the humidity
was very high and the rain unbelievably
heavy. It was not wise to be outside
without a hat during one of the
severe downpours because it became
difficult to breathe. We had to revive
one lad who had inhaled rain to the
extent that he became blue in the face
from coughing up water and needed
resuscitation. Short floods were
common, and drainage quite essential;
one of the latrine pits occasionally
overflowed, with noticeable effects on
those living in the unit lower down the
hill.
By regulation, we had to shave
every day. This was only a problem
when razor blades became scarce, so
all kinds of clever means were used to
sharpen old blades, such as rubbing
them along the inside of a glass
tumbler. Rusting was also a common
blunter of the edge. I was fortunate
enough to use a straight blade (‘cutthroat’) razor during most of my
service; daily stropping kept it sharp.
One of my companions borrowed it
(without permission) and, not having
used one before, sustained loss of
part of an ear, with some spectacular
bleeding to the face and hands, which
decided him to stick to safety razors
in future. He wasn’t concerned that
he was missing a piece of ear-lobe –
he philosophised that he could always
put it down as a war-caused injury and
anyway, he had no intention to wear

ear-rings. I had to spend some time
putting an edge back on the blade.
Uniform was supposed to be
worn at all times. This isn’t very
practicable when the temperature is
high and clothing kept to a minimum.
Among the most popular articles of
casual daily attire were the US-issue
underpants: a minimal thin, khaki
cotton garment worn with only boots
and a hat. At some stages it became
necessary to wear long trousers and
gaiters, because of the possibility of
contracting one of the diseases carried
by insect vectors to be found in long
grass and undergrowth. Fortunately, in
many areas this was not the case.
One’s clothing depended upon
activity. Those whose duty was to
roam the jungle to discourage activity
by the enemy were usually clad in khaki
or camouflage and carried weapons.
Minimal clothing would not have been
appropriate; also recognition by others
in the same employment is important
to prevent ‘friendly fire’ incidents, the
effect of which is no different from
that of the less friendly article.
Headgear was commonly our
ordinary slouch hat or American light
cotton caps, usually called ‘Daisy Mae
fatigues’. They didn’t do much to shade
the wearer, but were very comfortable.
When there were possible missiles,
whether due to overhead activity or
any other unpleasantness, we were
supposed to don the regulation steel
helmet. Apart from being heavy and
uncomfortable, we felt that they
would have been ineffectual against
rapidly moving projectiles. I was not
comforted by the remembrance of
a ‘tin hat’ from the First World War,
owned by an uncle, which had a round
jagged puncture (suggesting that it
hadn’t done the original wearer a lot
of good).
All in all, our routine wardrobe
and appearance were appropriate to
our daily occupation rather than to
the formality of ‘Changing of the
Guard’.
‘Tex’

Dealing with dogs
Approaching dogs
• Never run towards dogs that you
don’t know.
• Avoid patting a dog that you don’t
know.
• Get permission from the owner to
pat the dog.
• Approach the dog from an angle, not
from the back or from the rear.
• Slowly extend the back of the hand
(not an open palm), curl the fingers
and allow the dog to sniff it.
• Stroke the dog on the side of the
chest or under the chin (not the top of
the head or shoulders).
• Don’t continue patting the dog if it
backs away or doesn’t sniff your hand.

If approached by a
dangerous dog:
• Don’t run away, but stand still.
• Don’t kick at the dog or squeal or
jump.
• Avoid eye contact, as this might be
interpreted as a challenge.
• Don’t wave your hands around.
• Shout ‘sit’ or ‘stay’ as this asserts
dominance. If the dog does not
respond to this, do not challenge it
again.
• Slowly back away.
Source: www.pets.info.vic.gov.au
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Community spirit at its finest –
the 9th Somers Arts Fair
Sunday 23 October was the Somers
Arts Fair – a day now fixed in the
Somers community calendar. It’s hard
to find which superlatives to use to
describe the atmosphere and success
of the day; David Ingham, the school
principal summed it up by saying “it
was a great day, with a great community
feeling”. A quick crowd estimate
across the day indicated approximately
2500–3000 spectators. The weather
was just perfect, almost as if an order
was placed, with lots of sun and a
gentle breeze – the day before raining
heavily during set-up and the day after
just plain grey and wet. People were
bedecked with sun-hats and loads of
sunscreen as they all enjoyed a midSpring day out.
The art exhibition was very
successful with 425 pieces shown,
an increase of 30% on last year and
the committee was thrilled with the
percentage sold. This year’s exhibition
saw a wide range of media on display
including oil, acrylic, gouache, pastel,
photography, sketches, etchings, felt,

This incredible metal sculpture, Autumn
Sphere by Paul Mutimer, produced the
greatest bidding response at the auction and
a final bid of $2300 secured it for its proud
new owner.
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mosaics, mixed-media installations,
glassware, metalware, sculptures and
totem poles. The subject matter varied
from traditional scenes, portraiture and
landscapes through to contemporary and
very mod. The auction was conducted
by Bart Bartholomew and was equally
successful as 2010, with all pieces sold
and a bidding frenzy and record prices
reached for a totem pole and a sculpture.
Record crowds ensured not a quiet
moment at the stalls or food outlets, and
the hot weather saw all the cold drinks
and wine sold out. Hungry people lined
up and were served gourmet lunches
and cakes, and of course traditional Fair
food – sausages, hot potatoes, calamari
and poffertje’s. Children’s activities were
a-plenty with unlimited rides options for
those very busy children who want to
spend all day and all their money on the
activities. A stamp allowed the children
to play and play and play at mini-golf,
the jumping castle, face painting, Sand
Wizard and visit the Animal Tracks
display.
Somers Arts Fair 2011 was proud to
present a stellar line-up of entertainment.
There were six Creative Workshops
on offer including Cartooning with
the effervescent Geoff Hook, Pastel
Drawing with local artist Monique
Morey, an Introduction to Karate
with Renshi Peter Smedley and Hip
Hop Dancing with Kaela Nicholls
from Dancesation School of Dance in
Somerville. Workshops were tailored to
age groups and were heavily booked.
This year’s live stage line-up provided
enjoyment for all ages, ranging from
traditional to funk and singing to
dance and sport demonstrations. As
in previous years the entertainment
kicked off with the stirring sound of
the Frankston RSL Pipes and Drums,
walking up Camp Hill Rd, resplendent
in their MacGregor tartan. Following
this was a demonstration of discipline

and skill by Renshi Pete and the students
of his Amphibian Dojos Martial Arts
School. Returning to the musical arts
was the Somers Probus Men’s Choir
which has performed at the Arts Fair
for many years, and was enjoyed for its
wide song repertoire.
Two very talented student bands
then performed: the Woodleigh
Concert Band and the Woodleigh
Stage Band; remarkable talent for such
young performers. Kaela Nicholls
then entertained the crowd with the
hottest new hip hop moves such as
popping, locking and funk with her
newly anointed dancers from the day’s
workshop. After the auction there was
even more entertainment, with the
fantastic music and lyrics of local singers
Gus and Lou Angwin, Yella Tail Black
and Mike and Ivan.
A David Larwill inspired children’s
exhibition was on display in the Old
School House with all children from
Grades 3 upwards having created a
painting which reflected the style and
expression that David Larwill was so well
known for. The arts teacher produced
this exhibit during the children’s art
classes and began by discussing with the
children the story behind David’s artistic
techniques and expression. Various
media and documents were shown to
the children that covered David’s early
days within the ROAR movement and
his love of indigenous cultures, both
in Australia and elsewhere. The classes
learnt how complex his seemingly
primitive, simplistic paintings really
were. Many visitors commented on
this exhibition and the memorial wall
dedicated to David Larwill.
This year’s fantastic result, which
should match last year’s record profit, has
been achieved because of the amazing
generosity of our local artists, who we’d
like to publicly thank, and the mums’
and dads’ tireless work preparing for the
day. The Arts Fair also received fabulous
support from many local businesses
including Gold sponsors Bendigo
Bank, Removals by the Bay and The
Coast Real Estate, and Silver sponsors

Balnarring Motors, Rod Hannah and
Associates, Ciao Bella Pizzeria and Wine
Bar, Southern Stoneworks, Bayside by
Design, Vision Gardens and a grant
from Mornington Peninsula Shire. The
Fair is the major fundraising event for
Somers Primary School and the profit
raised enables the school to be enriched
with facilities and infrastructure above
and beyond their annual budget. Somers
Primary School is delighted with the
success of the Somers Arts Fair and
looks forward to its 10th Anniversary
Fair in 2012.
Karina Smith

A Rothschild giraffe created by Andrew and
Kirsty Bell. At an impressive 3.6 metres tall
it does appear to overwhelm Campbell at his
1.4-metre height.

The sand-pit wall provides an excellent
launch pad for the young and the brave. So
we have Bonnie, Poppy, Jack and Flynn
enjoying the experience of launching into
space.

With a skirl of the bagpipes and the beat of the drums, the
Frankston RSL Pipe and Drum Band provided a stirring opening to
the 9th Annual Somers Arts Fair.

At what must have been the most popular
stall at the fair are parent helpers/chefs
Brett, Brandon and Andrew about to
embark on the task of cooking 800
sausages.

With bubbles like these perhaps Maisie will be able to go on ‘forever
blowing bubbles’.
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The journey
... is the important part, not the destination, was
the gist of A and B’s recalling of their adventure
about the Himalayas. They ended up ticking off a
few destinations about Europe too. Now sitting in
Somers with a lime-tipped cold Corona and tasty
dips was far from the precarious remote mountain
trails expatriate son had familiarly guided them. With
printed photographs as spur, I got to share their
time, laughs and sorrows, losses and triumphs, and
wonder at their view of a wide world off the usual
tourist trail.
J passed away. He’d faded over a few years
as health lessened. Near his end thanked him for
teaching me and many others to sail. Blamed him for
my subsequent ‘wasted’ time and energy. His twinkle
mattered as a laugh.
K lives down the road and likes boats too.
Around for lunch we huddle with sandwiches in
front of the computer to show off my boat pictures
from Noank, Mystic, Bristol, Manhattan and Maui.
Boats that are art as applied technology over 200
years kindle our interest. A random click brings up
a happy hippy van seen in Santa Barbara, that trip
for another laugh. A TV on the side has chalked the
day’s philosophy.
The last of 28 days, 4500 km getting a
yacht to and mostly from tropical Queensland is
nearly over. Mainly fair weather, knowledgeable
jolly company, a good boat makes my first trip fine.
Afternoon drinks are over and the other two have
gone down to catch some zeds for the final watches
into Sydney harbour. The sun approaches the
Gosford horizon filling the sky’s cloud with yellow
red orange gold. Three dolphins line astern, leap
out together and are gone. Further off, a whale’s
misty plume. A great seabird rolls the swell with us
on our sublime inexorable progression. On one of
his passes he comes straight abeam and fixes me a
lingering look. A twinkle laughs to end, like the fat
lady, this extraordinary crescendo of events. The
sun- down prompts reflection, “how doable cruising
is, easier navigation now, not really expensive, how
few others do it, how many worthy places to find!”
Plans start plotting for further slow trips.
On the plane to Rockhampton loaded my
neighbour’s carry-on to the locker. Both fans of
Country and Dolly Parton we have quite a few
laughs and note her advice how good friends, health,
and music mattered for her happy life.
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Wondering what that TV said, zoom in on that
pic to get it to find:
“It’s great to have an end to journey towards,
but it’s the journey that matters in the end.”
			
Ursula Le Guin.
Wow, there is like, an echo around in all this
synchronicity and this line that echoes recent events
sums it up completely. Googling to verify the spelling
find that Ursula K. Le Guin writes – a lot. Her blog
has mostly favourable and personal references to hero
Steinbeck so the attention is caught, and hours go in
admiration of wisdom so well conveyed. Another path
to explore opens.
That sundown it’s next door to share an
interesting red with neighbours P & J. We review village
events and politics, always good for a laugh. Share my
‘discovery’ of Le Guin who turns out to be a favourite
of J’s so I leave with a Le Guin volume in hand. How
easily and quickly another Journey begins if we are ready
to go.
Tedd Warden
Ref. www.ursulakleguin.com link to blogs#33, 34, 35

